This note aims to present some scalar inequalities and operator inequalities on a Hilbert space. Firstly, the direct reverse weighted arithmetic-harmonic mean inequalities for scalars are obtained. Secondly, based on these scalar inequalities, the corresponding operator inequalities are established. Finally, we present the mixed arithmetic-geometric and geometric-harmonic means inequalities for two positive operators.
Introduction Let B(H)
It is well known that the famous μ-weighted A-G-H mean inequalities hold,
In recent years, the study of the A-G-H mean inequalities has received increasing attention in the literature (see [ . In addition, they also refined the μ-weighted arithmetic-harmonic mean inequality and extended it to an operator version as follows: 
In this paper, we are concerned with the weighted arithmetic-harmonic, mixed arithmetic-geometric and mixed geometric-harmonic mean inequalities. In Section , we present direct reverse weighted arithmetic-harmonic mean inequalities by the Kantorovich constant and deduce some auxiliary results. In Section , we extend inequalities proved in Section  from the scalars setting to a Hilbert space operator setting. In Section , we establish mixed weighted arithmetic-geometric and geometric-harmonic means inequalities for two positive operators which are the refinements of (.) and (.).
Reverse arithmetic-harmonic mean inequalities
In this section, we mainly present the direct reverse forms of the μ-weighted arithmeticharmonic mean inequality for two positive numbers a, b.
First of all, we recall the classical Kantorovich inequality in [] . When n = , we can get a special form for the inequality (.) as follows.
where h = Remark . The inequality (.) is a direct reverse of the μ-weighted arithmeticharmonic mean inequality. It is very interesting that by the inequality (.) and (.) we can get a reverse of Young inequality (it is also a reverse of the inequality (.)):
- in the above inequalities, respectively, we have
Next, we deduce a direct reverse of the inequality (.) by the following lemma.
It is easy to see that if we take f (x) = x - in the inequality (.), then we have the following.
In particular, when n =  in the inequality (.), we can get
μ}. Equality holds if and only if a = b.
Note that (.) is a reverse of the inequality (.) with a similar form.
The following three theorems are our main reverse forms of the μ-weighted arithmeticharmonic mean inequality for scalars.
Theorem . Let a, b > , and μ ∈ [, ]. Then the inequality
holds, where h = Proof By the inequalities (.) and (.), firstly, we consider the case μ ∈ [,
, ], then we have
By the above discussion, for any μ ∈ [, ], the inequality (.) always holds.
Note that (.) can also be considered as a reverse ratio inequality of (.):
Equality holds if and only if
a = b. (II) If   < μ ≤ , then a∇ μ b -( -μ)(a∇b -a!b) ≤ K( √ h, )b! -μ √ ab.
Equality holds if and only if a = b.
Proof By the inequality (.), firstly, we consider the case μ ∈ [,
  ], then we have
The proof is completed.
Equality holds if and only if
a = b. (II) If   < μ ≤ , then a∇ μ b -( -μ)(a∇b -a!b) ≤ b! -μ √ ab + R (b∇ √ ab -b! √ ab).
Equality holds if and only if a = b.
Proof Firstly, we consider the case μ ∈ [,   ], by the inequality (.), then we have
, ], by the inequality (.), then we have
Note that the inequalities proved in Theorem .-. are all the reverses of the inequality (.).
Reverse arithmetic-harmonic mean operator inequalities
In this section, we present the operator versions of these reverse arithmetic-harmonic mean inequalities proved in Section . The techniques are based on the monotonicity property of operator functions described in the following lemma (for more details, see [, ]).
Lemma . Let X ∈ B(H) be self-adjoint operator and if f and g are both continuous functions with f (t) ≥ g(t) for t ∈ Sp(X) (the spectrum of X), then f (X) ≥ g(X) with equality if and only if f (t) = g(t) for all t ∈ Sp(X).
Based on Proposition ., we can deduce the operator inequality which is also the noncommutative Kantorovich inequality proved by Furuta et al. [] , but our method is different. Proof By the inequality (.), we have
Proposition . Let
for any x > , and hence
for the positive operator X such that  <
the Kantorovich constant K(t, ) is an increasing function for t >  and K(
Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by A   , we can deduce the required inequality (.).
We prove an operator inequality obtained by Krnić et al. Proof By the inequality (.), for x >  and μ ∈ [, ], we have
For a positive invertible operator T and μ ∈ [, ], it follows that 
, r = min{μ,  -μ}, R = max{μ,  -μ}, and R = max{r,  -r}.
Equality holds if and only if A = B and m = M.
Proof By the inequality (.), we have
for the positive operator X such that  <  h I ≤ X ≤ hI. By a similar process to Proposition ., we can deduce the required inequality (.).
Note that (.) is a reverse of (.):
Now, we exhibit the operator inequalities based on Theorem . and Theorem ..
Theorem . Let A, B ∈ B ++ (H) and μ ∈ [, ]. The positive real numbers m, M satisfy
 < mI ≤ A, B ≤ MI and h = M m . (I) If  ≤ μ ≤   , then A∇ μ B -μ(A∇B -A!B) ≤ K( √ h, )A! μ (A#B). (.)
Equality holds if and only if
A = B and m = M. (II) If   < μ ≤ , then A∇ μ B -( -μ)(A∇B -A!B) ≤ K( √ h, )B! (-μ) (A#B). (.)
, by (I) of Theorem ., we have
for any a > , and hence
for the positive invertible operator X such that  <
Multiplying both sides of (.) by A   , we can deduce the required inequality (.). Likewise, if
for any b > , and hence
Multiplying both sides of (.) by B   , we can deduce the required inequality (.).
Note that, by (.), (.), and (.), we have
A = B. (II) If   < μ ≤ , then A∇ μ B -( -μ)(A∇B -A!B) ≤ B! -μ (A#B) + R B∇(A#B) -B!(A#B) . (.)
, by (I) of Theorem ., we have
for the positive invertible operator X. 
for any a > , and hence Note that, by (.), (.), and (.), we have
Remark . These inequalities proved in Theorem .-. are all the reverse forms of the inequality (.). It is easy to see that the right-hand side of these inequalities can not be compared with each other, but they are indeed new versions of reverse ratio arithmeticharmonic mean inequality.
The mixed mean inequalities
In this section, we obtain refinements of the inequalities (.) and (.) and deduce some mixed weighted arithmetic-geometric and geometric-harmonic means inequalities.
First, we need the following lemma. Proof By the inequality (.) and using the same ideas as in the proof of Theorem ., we can deduce this theorem.
